LPP’s policy team provides nonpartisan, evidence-based technical assistance to jurisdictions working to advance cannabis laws that provide retroactive relief.

**OUR POLICY GOALS**
Implementing a commercial market for cannabis is only part of legalization. True legalization must undo the harms of prohibition—through State-Initiated Resentencing and Record Clearance—so that our constituents may become FULLY FREE.

**OUR APPROACH**
Smart cannabis policy reforms build the necessary momentum for broader justice system reforms. LPP works to advance cannabis policies that balance the needs of public safety with public interest, to develop a unified roadmap that drives toward fair and just policies that redress the harms of the failed war on drugs.

**WHAT WE’RE WORKING TOWARDS**
Our Legal and Reentry Teams provide direct support to our constituents who are either incarcerated or reentering communities around the country. The ultimate goal of our work, however, is policy change, so that people do not continue to be criminalized for cannabis activity.

**OUR SERVICES**
(LOCAL, STATE, & FEDERAL)
- Landscape and statutory assessment
- Policy development and analysis
- Legislative strategy
- Campaign coordination
- Coalition support
- Implementation consulting

LPP is a national nonprofit that operates at the intersection of cannabis and criminal justice reform. We were founded in 2019 from the belief that those who are able to build wealth in the legal cannabis industry must also work to release and rebuild the lives of those who have suffered from cannabis criminalization.

READY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE LPP POLICY TEAM?  
CONTACT: Gracie Burger, STATE POLICY DIRECTOR  
GRACIE@LASTPRISONERPROJECT.ORG